This document describes a file format suitable for describing directory information or modifications made to directory information. The file format, known as LDIF, for LDAP Data Interchange Format, is typically used to import and export directory information between LDAP-based directory servers, or to describe a set of changes which are to be applied to a directory.
Background and Intended Usage
There are a number of situations where a common interchange format is desirable. For example, one might wish to export a copy of the contents of a directory server to a file, move that file to a different machine, and import the contents into a second directory server.
Additionally, by using a well-defined interchange format, development of data import tools from legacy systems is facilitated. A fairly simple set of tools written in awk or perl can, for example, convert a database of personnel information into an LDIF file, which can then be imported into a directory server, regardless of the internal database representation the target directory server uses.
The LDIF format was originally developed and used in the University of Michigan LDAP implementation. The first use of LDIF was in describing directory entries. Later, the format was expanded to allow representation of changes to directory entries.
Relationship to the application/directory MIME content-type:
The application/directory MIME content-type [1] is a general framework and format for conveying directory information, and is independent of any particular directory service. It is preferred, in most cases, to LDIF, for conveying directory information. The LDIF format is a simpler format which is perhaps easier to create, and also may be used, as noted, to describe a set of changes to be applied to a directory.
The key words "MUST", "MAY", and "SHOULD" used in this document are to be interpreted as described in [7] .
Definition of the LDAP Data Interchange Format
The LDIF format is used to convey directory information, or a description of a set of changes made to directory entries. An LDIF file consists of a series of records separated by line separators. A record consists of a sequence of lines describing a directory entry, or a sequence of lines describing a set of changes to a single directory entry. An LDIF file specifies a set of directory entries, or a set of changes to be applied to directory entries, but not both.
There is a one-to-one correlation between LDAP operations which modify the directory (add, delete, modify, and modrdn), and the types of changerecords described below ("add", "delete", "modify", and "modrdn" or "moddn"). This correspondence is intentional, and permits a straightforward translation from LDIF changerecords to protocol operations.
Formal Syntax Definition of LDIF
The following definition uses the augmented Backus-Naur Form specified in RFC 822 [2] .
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ldif-file = ldif-content / ldif-changes ldif-content = 0,1*(version-spec 1*SEP) ldif-attrval-record *(1*SEP ldif-attrval-record) ldif-changes = 0,1*(version-spec 1*SEP) ldif-change-record *(1*SEP ldif-change-record) ldif-attrval-record = dn-spec SEP 1*(attrval-spec SEP) ldif-change-record = dn-spec SEP 1*(changerecord SEP)
version-spec = "version:" *SPACE version-number version-number = 1*DIGIT ; version-number MUST be "1" for the ; LDIF format described in this document. attrval-spec = attribute-description ((":") / (":" *SPACE value) / ("::" *SPACE base64-value) / (":<" *SPACE url)) url = <a Uniform Resource Locator, as defined in [6] > ; (See Note 6, below) attribute-description = <an attribute description, as defined in [4] .
An attribute description MAY NOT contain a colon ":"> value = 1*safe-initval *safe safe = <any value except CR or LF> safe-initval = <any value except CR, LF, colon (":", ASCII 58 decimal), SPACE, and less-than ("<" , ASCII 60 decimal)> base64-value = <base-64-encoded value, as defined in RFC 1521 [5] > changerecord = change-add / change-delete / change-modify / change-moddn change-add = "changetype:" *SPACE "add" 1*(SEP attrval-spec) change-delete = "changetype:" *SPACE "delete" change-moddn = "changetype:" *SPACE ("modrdn" / "moddn") SEP ("newrdn:" *SPACE rdn / "newrdn::" *SPACE base-64-rdn) SEP "deleteoldrdn:" *SPACE ("0" / "1") 0,1*(SEP (("newsuperior:" *SPACE dn) / ("newsuperior:: *SPACE base-64-dn))) change-modify = "changetype:" *SPACE "modify" 1*(SEP mod-spec) mod-spec = mod-add-spec / mod-delete-spec / mod-replace-spec
mod-add-spec = "add:" *SPACE attribute-description 1*(SEP attrval-spec) SEP "-" mod-delete-spec = "delete:" *SPACE attribute-description *(SEP attrval-spec) SEP "-" mod-replace-spec = "replace:" *SPACE attribute-description *(SEP attrval-spec) SEP "-" SPACE = <ASCII SP, space> SEP = (CR LF / LF) CR = <ASCII CR, carriage return> LF = <ASCII LF, line feed> DIGIT = <any ASCII decimal digit (60 -71 decimal) > Notes on LDIF Syntax
1) The version number is optional. If absent, version 0 is assumed, which corresponds to the version of LDIF supported by the University of Michigan ldap-3.3 reference implementation [8] . For the LDIF format described in this document, the version number MUST be "1".
2) Any line in an LDIF file MAY be wrapped by inserting a line separator (SEP) and a SPACE. Any line which begins with a single space MUST be treated as a continuation of the previous line.
3) Any line which begins with a pound-sign ("#", ASCII 35) is a comment line, and MUST be ignored when parsing an LDIF file.
4) Any dn or value which contains characters other than those defined as "safe," or begins with a character other than those defined as "safe-initval", above, MUST be base-64 encoded. Other values MAY be base-64 encoded.
5) To represent a zero-length attribute value, use an attrval-spec of "attribute-description:". For example, "seeAlso:" represents a zero-length "seeAlso" attribute value.
6) When a URL is specified in an attrval-spec, the following conventions apply: a) Implementations SHOULD support the file:// URL format. The contents of the referenced file are to be included verbatim in the interpreted output of the LDIF file. b) Implementations MAY support other URL formats. The semantics associated with each supported URL will be documented in an associated Applicability Statement. 
Differences from previous versions of this document
Differences between draft-ietf-asid-ldif-00.txt and draft-ietf-asidldif-01.txt
1) The BNF has been modified to explicitly disallow ldif content and change records in the same file. In other words, a given LDIF file is either a series of directory entries, or a series of modifications. An LDIF file MUST NOT contain both types of records.
2) External references are now URLs, instead of simple filenames.
3) The BNF has been modified to allow base-64-encoded distinguished names.
4) Multiple separators are now permitted between records.
Differences between draft-ietf-asid-ldif-01.txt and draft-ietf-asidldif-02.txt
1) The BNF has been modified such that a simple attribute name ("attrname") has been replaced with an "attribute-description" as defined in the LDAPv3 protocol document [4] . This permits language codes and other attribute options to be carried in an LDIF file.
2) A new option, "charset", may be used in attribute descriptions. This facilitates multi-lingual character set conversion.
3) The definition of the "safe" and "safe-initval" productions has been relaxed to allow non-ASCII characters with values greater than 126. This permits more natural expression of character sets such as Latin-1 in LDIF files.
Differences between draft-ietf-asid-ldif-02.txt and draft-good-ldapldif-00.txt
1) The "charset-option" and "charset-name" productions were removed from the BNF, due to objections within the working group. UTF-8 is the only character set which may be used in LDIF.
2) Examples were reworked to reflect the above change, and to include an example of a non-western language represented in UTF-8.
Differences between draft-ietf-asid-ldif-00.txt and draft-good-ldapldif-01.txt 1) Added version identifiers to the examples -they were missing.
2) Clarified that LDIF file must use UTF-8. Given typical directory applications, an LDIF file is likely to contain sensitive personal data. Appropriate measures should be taken to protect the privacy of those persons whose data is contained in an LDIF file.
Examples of LDAP Data Interchange Format
Since ":<" directives can cause external content to be included when processing an LDIF file, one should be cautious of accepting LDIF files from external sources. A "trojan" LDIF file could name a file with sensitive contents and cause it to be included in a directory entry, which a hostile entity could read via LDAP.
LDIF does not provide any method for carrying authentication information with an LDIF file. Users of LDIF files must take care to verify the integrity of an LDIF file received from an external source.
